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All terms expire in March of stated year.
TOWN OF LITTLETON
TOWN MEETING WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Town of Littleton in the State of New
Hampshire qualified to vote in Town and State affairs: You are
hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall on the tenth day of
March, 1992, being the second Tuesday of March at eight o'clock in
the forenoon (the polls are to open at 8:00 am and may not close
prior to 6:30 pm; the business meeting to be held at the High
School Auditorium at 7:00), to act upon the following:
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary officers for the
ensuing year (Ballot Vote).
ARTICLE 2. Are you in favor of adoption of the amendment
to Article IV and Article V of the Zoning Ordinance as proposed by
the Planning Board as follows:
"To consolidate the two (2) existing Industrial districts
into one (1) district."
ARTICLE 3. Are you in favor of adoption of the amendment
to Article III section 3.02.05 Railroad Street District
Clarification (from R-1 to R-1A) of the Zoning Ordinance to
correct the description to include a parcel (map 118 lot 21)
omitted from the original description as proposed by the Planning
Board as follows:
"To include map 118 lot 21, land of Edna Walker, as part of
the R-1 A zone at the end of Keeler Road".
ARTICLE 4. Are you in favor of adoption of the amendment
to Article III of the Zoning Ordinance, to change an area of
Auburn Street from R-2 to R-1 to better satisfy the area and
setback requirements of the Zoning Ordinance, as proposed by the
Planning Board as follows:
"To amend the zoning districts lines along Auburn Street to
change the area from R-2 to R-1. All parcels affected are
served by Town water and sewer and are much closer in size
and area to the minimum standards of the R-1 zone."
ARTICLE 5. Are you in favor of the adoption of amendment
to Article II Definitions and Article IV Table of Uses with the
addition of five new definitions as proposed by the Planning Board
as follows:
"To add the following definitions with the associated
changes to the Table of Uses to the Zoning Ordinance:
1. Factory Retail Establishment - A facility in which the
production of and sale of goods occurs in one structure or
on a single lot of record as defined herein. The retail
aspect of this use shall be secondary to the production
aspect. This use will be allowed by special exception in
the commercial zone and will be a permitted use in the
industrial zone.
2. Outdoor Commercial Recreational Facility - A structure
and/or land utilized for recreational purposes for
compensation (i.e. golf driving range, golf course, batting
cage, amusement park), hto changes to the Table of Uses.
3. Sawmill and Lumber Treatment Facility - Structure(s)
utilized in the receipt and treatment of wood products with
the end result being wood/lumber products. This use will be
allowed by special exception in the rural and commercial
zones and will be a permitted use in the industrial zone.
4. Storage of Volatile Fuel for Resale - A facility subject
to the appropriate State and Federal regulations as
amended, at which volatile fuels are stored to be sold at a
later date. This use will be allowed by special exception
in the rural, commercial and industrial districts.
5. Warehouse - Structure(s) used for the storage of
materials or products for future distribution. A warehouse
need not be owned by the party utilizing the facility. This
use presents no changes to the Table of Uses.
ARTICLE 6. To hear the recommendation of the special
unpaid ad hoc committee whose express purpose is to investigate
the feasibility of an all volunteer Fire Department, evaluate the
advantages and disadvantages of eliminating the current full time
department and investigate alternatives.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to establish a
Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the
purposes of planning, building and constructing a water system and
for allied and associated costs in connection therewith, said
funds not to be withdrawn except by affirmative vote of the Town
at any regular or special meeting.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to transfer to the
Capital Reserve Fund, pursuant to RSA 35:5, the proceeds of the
sale of the Gale River Water Shed land, said sale having the
expenditure of seventy thousand dollars ($70,000.00) therefrom for
Hydraulic Study of the Littleton water distribution system, Waiver
for Avoidance investigation and related engineering expenses
pertaining to the water system during the fiscal year 1992.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,414,776 as is necessary to satisfy the
purposes specified in the budget as posted, exclusive of warrant
articles. '
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of thirty thousand dollars ($30,000.00) for
the purpose of constructing a waste and recycling transfer station
on Town owned land near the brush burning dump on Mt. Eustis.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of three thousand nine hundred ten dollars
($3,910.00) for the purpose of painting the trim and water damaged
areas of the Littleton Library.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of twenty five hundred dollars ($2,500.00) for
Handicap Access to the Littleton Library and to place said sum in
the previously established Handicap Access Capital Reserve Fund.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000) for the
engineering and repair of Littleton's bridges and to place said
sum in the previously established Bridge Capital Reserve Fund.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the
sum of twenty-one thousand three hundred ninety nine dollars
($21,399.00) towards the construction and engineering of the
transfer station. Such sum is from the sale of timber.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the
sum of ninety-two thousand one hundred four dollars ($92,104.00)
for the purpose of developing a sludge composting program. This
sum is the funds available as a result of the Towns authorized
funding and construction of the Wastewater Treatment Plant.
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of two thousand nine hundred thirteen dollars
($2,913.00) for the Hospice of the Littleton Area providing
respite care, bereavement support and cancer support. (By
Petition)
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to establish an
Expendable Capital Reserve Fund for the purpose of installing a
fire alarm system in the Town Building, and to raise and
appropriate the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) to be
placed in this fund, and name the Board of Selectmen as agents of
that fund, as required in RSA 35:15. (By Petition)
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of sixty five thousand dollars ($65,000.00)
for the renovation of the Remich Park Tennis courts. (By
Petition)
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of fourteen thousand five hundred dollars
($14,500.00) to resurface and repaint tennis courts and put in a
divider fence at Apthorp Common tennis courts. (By Petition)
^TICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to establish a
trust fund in accordance with RSA 31:19-a for the maintenance and
care of Town owned cemeteries and burial lots and appoint the
Board of Selectmen as agents of the fund.
ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to appoint the Town Manager to also be the collector of
taxes in accordance with RSA 37:16.
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen and the Library Board of Trustees to apply for, accept
and expend, without further action by Town Meeting, money from the
State, Federal or other governmental unit, or private source which
becomes available during the year in accordance with the procedure
set forth in RSA 31:95-b and to authorize the Selectmen to accept
on behalf of the Town gifts, legacies and devises made to the Town
in trust for any public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19.
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to accept donations of personal property in accordance
with RSA 31:95-3.
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow monies, from time to time, for current
indebtedness of the Town for the ensuing year, in anticipation of
taxes to be collected for the year 1992 and to be paid therefrom.
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to sell and convey real estate acquired by the Town by
Tax Collector's deed, and further authorize the Selectmen to sell
any other personal property owned by the Town which is no longer
used for municipal purposes. In every instance, sale shall be by
public auction or advertised sealed bid, or may otherwise be
disposed of as justice may require pursuant to RSA 80:80.
ARTICLE 26. To choose the preferred potable water source
for the Town of Littleton, to enable input and direction to the
Littleton Water and Light Commissioners and Superintendent; the
choice being made from:
1. Continuation* of Gale River, North Branch, with Sand
Filtration and Gravity System.
2. "Avoidance Permit", allowing Continuation with Existing
Gale River North Branch Gravity System, Without Filtration.
3. Continuation of Existing Gale River, North Branch
(Littleton), also Gale River, South Branch (Bethlehem), and
Zealand River (Bethlehem), with Sand Filtration and Gravity
System as A Joint Venture
4. Develop Gravel-Packed Wells at Connecticut River, also
Construct Pipeline from River to Main Street, and Pump the
Water to Littleton Without Filtration Facilities, thus
Depending on Esker to Remove Impurities from Water.
(By Petition)
ARTICLE 27. To transact any other business that may legally
come before this meeting.
LITTLETON 1992 PROPOSED TOWN BUDGET
EXPENDITURES 1991 1991 1992
BUDGETED ACTUAL PROPOSED
0151 TOWN OFFICERS SALARIES
001 Selectmen $ 5,200 $ 5,200 $ 5,200
002 Clerk 25,068 24,840 25,068
003 Treasurer 1,000 1,000 1,000
004 Trustee of Trust Funds 500 500 500
101 Tcjwn Manager 42,230 36,289 42,230
102 Full Time 60,860 62,250 49,754
104 Health Officer 1,200 1,200 1,200
106 Vacation/Sick Accrual -0- 2,137
.
-0-
107 Overtime 1,217 981 1,220
201 Social Security 10,502 10,056 9,652
202 Retirement 3,611 3,379 3,467
203 Health Insurance 17,808 16,620 17,905
204 Workers Compensation 659 622 671
205 Disability Insurance 1,941 1,819 1,756
206 Unemployment Insurance 710 797 672
207 Co-Insurance 850 530 760
208 Life Insurance 245 227 198





301 Selectmen's Expense 1,200 1,200 1,200
302 Clerk's Expense 1,500 1,584 600
303 Manager's Expense 1,950 1,950 1,950
304 Training 5,200 5,365 5,500
305 Office Supplies 4,700 4,373 4,900
306 Postage 6,270 5,610 6,270
307 Telephone 4,100 5,701 4,100
308 Professional Services J, 250 1,107 1,650
309 Audit 8,700 8,693 9,000
310 Equipment Rental 6,134 6,100 5,560
311 Equipment Purchase 1,800 1,595 4,978
312 Miscellaneous 1,000 1,050 1,000
313 Assessing 12.250 11.590 12.250
TOTAL $ 56,054 $ 55,918 $ 58,958
0351 ELECTIONS
001 Salaries McxIerator/SC 1,050 950 1,100
103 Part Time 1,000 540 1,400
201 Social Security -0- 74 84
204 Workers Ccxipensation 11 6 11
314 Printing & Publishing 800 466 1,250







316 Operating Subsidy 20,500 19,675 22,500
326 Patriotic Events
' -0- 147 -0-
334 Gas and Oil -0- 678
$ 20,500
-0-
TOTAL $ 20,500 $ 22,500
0551 TOWN BUILDING
103 Part Time Salaries 5,500 5,025 5,500
107 Overtime -0- 21 -0-
201 Social Security 420 386 421
204 Workers Compensation 478 384 539
206 Unemployment Insurance 112 102 121
316 Operating Supplies 1,200 1,295 1,200
317 Water 1,265 410 1,000
318 Electricity 10,800 8,349 9,800
319 Heating Fuel 12,000 8,523 8,900
320 Building Maintenance 7.690 13,337 7.600
TOTAL $ 39,465 $ 37,832 $ 35,081
0751 PLANNING & ZONING
102 Full Time 22,632 22,021 23,294
103 Part Time 6,167 5,582 6,178
106 Vacation/Sick Accrual -0- 859 -0-
201 Social Security 2,203 2,127 2,255
202 Retirement 533 520 623
203 Health Insurance 3,120 3,124 4,908
204 Workers Compensation 2,197 2,169 2,094
205 Disability Insurance 339 327 349
206 Unemployment Insurance 267 257 290
207 Co-Insurance 100 -0- 275
208 Life Insurance 41 41 41
304 Training 300 35 700
305 Office Supplies 750 1,238 700
306 Postage 1,000 728 900
307 Telephone 1,200 719 1,100
308 Professional Services 500 697 750
314 Printing & Publishing 1,200 1,178 1,200
321 Expense Allowance 1,000 1.000 1.000
TOTAL $ 43,549 $ 42,622 $ 46,657
0751 GRANT ADMINISTRATION $ 25,010 $ 15,241 $ 16,816
0802 LEGAL
'
$ 6,000 $ 5,990 $ 6,000
0902 ADVERTISING AND REGIONAL
ASSOCIATION
314 Other Notices/Publishing 500 1,790 1,300
323 All Other Town Dues 5,975 4,800 5,575
374 Town Report 5,000 4,491 5,000
375 NHMA 3,000 1,800 2,000





TOTA $ 14,475 $ 13,875
1452 PARKING METERS
311 Equipment Purchase 3,500 20,357 3,500
1552 POLICE
102 Full Time 240,425 226,152 238,086
103 Part Time 15,300 16,874 16,250
106 Vacation/Sick Accrual -0- (1,306) -0-
10
107 Overtime 32,409 25,970 27,050
201 Scx:ial Security 3,394 3,893 4,221
202 Retirement 16,006 14,559 11,834
203 Health Insurance 38,472 37,798 45,992
204 Workers Compensation 23,987 23,579 23,108
205 Disability Insurance 3,489 3,270 3,458
206 Unemployment Insurance 1,729 1,823 1,898
207 Co-Insurance 2,450 1,569 2,525
208 Life Insurance 408 398 408
304 Training 5,500 5,691 5,000
306 Postage 1,000 1,202 900
307 Telephone 11,854 12,661 12,500
308 Professional Services 11,045 11,135 . 13,500
310 Equipment Rental 1,041 1,169 684
311 Equipment Purchase 1,065 4,795 850
312 Miscellaneous 750 756 750
316 Operating Supplies 5,000 5,132 4,750
321 Expense Allowance 1,350 1,350 1,350
332 Subsc r i pt ions/Books 1,500 1,447 1,500
333 Uni forms 7,440 9,429 8,240
334 Gas and Oil 9,000 8,986 8,100
335 Vehicle Maintenance 3,500 3,838 4,000
336 Vehicle Purchase 15,400 15,400 16,200
337 Equipment Maintenance 1,040 3,961 1,400
338 Evidence Procurement 500 63 500
TOTAL $455,054 $441,594 $455,054
1652 FIRE DEPARTMENT
102 Full Time 112,579 112,532 97,201
103 Part Time 15,600 20,018 21,550
106 Vacation/Sick Accrual -0- (6,074) -0-
107 Overtime 8,576 10,781 12,126
201 Social Security 2,165 2,500 3,002
202 Retirement 8,622 8,339 7,009
203 Health Insurance 17,712 17,338 21,451
204 Workers Compensation 13,147 14,128 14,324
205 Disability Insurance 1,642 1,557 1,500
206 Unemployment Insurance 710 1,223 1,244
207 Co-Insurance 975 710 1,150
208 Life Insurance 204 201 204
304 Training 3,000 3,962 2,500
306 Postage 50 26 50
307 Telephone 5,961 6,201 6,000
308 Professional Services 11,000 11,135 12,000
310 Equipment Rental 290 393 -0-
3.11 Equipment Purchase 7,720 6,935 9,450
316 Operating Supplies 500 729 500
317 Water 180 304 250
318 Electricity 3,000 2,827 2,750
319 Heating Fuel 2,500 2,274 2,500
320 Building Maintenance 700 1,204 700
321 Expense Allowance 1,500 1,375 1,350
323 Town Dues 3,500 3,484 3,500
332 Subscr i pt ions/Books 500 395 400
333 Uniforms 2,000 2,795 2,000
11






















































































































































































$ 14,655 $ 10,529 $ 13,671
$ 18,900 $ 18,900 $ 18,900




















351 Funerals 750 850 1,000
352 Senior Wheels 6,220 6,220 6,220
353 Home Health 12,245 12,245 12,245
354 White Mount. Mental Health 7.300 7.300 7.300
TOTAL $ 64,741 $ 57,717 $ 66,497
8542 LIBRARY
102 Full Time 55,000 55,030 55,270
103 Part time 17,000 16,866 16,459
201 Social Security 5,632 5,500 5,487
202 Retirement 1,300 1,260 1,479
203 Health Insurance 5,340 5,337 5,454
204 Workers Compensation 317 289 324
205 Disability 833 802 829
206 Unemployment 600 607 656
207 Town Coinsurance 200 -0- 150
208 Life Insurance 82 82 82
304 Training 1,215 1,312 1,215
305 Office Supplies 1,500 1,235 1,000
306 Postage 1,080 1,037 900
307 Telephone 700 760 700
308 Professional Services 800 671 700
311 Equipment Purchase 500 492 500
316 Operating Supplies 350 350 350
318 Electricity 1,700 1,700 1,700
319 Heating Fuel 3,000 2,587 3,000
320 Building Maintenance 2,200 2,415 1,000
324 Insurance 900 900 900
332 Books 13,800 15,939 15,894
336 Subscriptions 2,800 2,882 2,800
337 Equipment Maintenance 160 169 160
365 Cassettes 400 569 400
366 Video Cassettes 600 655 600
367 Programs 600 480 600







5057 PARKS AND RECREATION
001 Commissioners 1,200 1,200 1,200
102 Full Time 19,469 19,780 19,906
103 Part Time 52,730 49,882 50,408
106 Vacation/Sick Accrual -0- 481 -0-
107 Overtime 779 1,680 1,278
201 Social Security 5,522 5,550 5,569
202 Retirement 503 539 567
203 Health Insurance 4,224 4,217 4,908
204 Workers Compensation 4,400 4,320 4,261
205 Disability Insurance 304 291 299
206 Unemployment Insurance 1,102 1,080 1,152
207 Co-Insurance 275 1,060 275
208 Life Insurance 41 41 41
307 Telephone 1,300 1,340 1,300
308 Professional Services -0- 153 500
311 Equipment Purchase 6,100 5,980 4,500
14
312 Miscellaneous 500 362 500
315 Emergency Truck -0- 16,900 -0-
316 Operating Supplies 1,500 2,030 1,500
317 Water 2,250 1,340 2,250
318 Electricity 7,209 7,022 7,209
319 Heating Fuel 2,000 1,208 2,000
334 Gas and Oil 1,000 802 1,000
335 Vehicle Maintenance 2,500 575 1,000
337 Equipment Maintenance 1,000 973 1,000
355 Summer Program 11,000 10,529 11,000
356 Pool Operating Supplies 4,200 2,841 4,500
357 Pool Equipment Maintenance 1,500 6,519 1,500
358 Grounds Maintenance 5,000 2,930 . 5,000
359 Pool Equipment Purchase 2,500 1,029 2,500







5160 PATRIOTIC/SPECIAL EVENTS $ 1,000 $ 918 $ 1,000
5251 CONSERVATION COMMISSION $ 1,095 $ 1,095 $ 1,020
5357 COMMUNITY CENTER
203 Health Insurance 3,124 3,124 3,900
316 Operating Subsidy 19,776 19,776 19,000
TOTAL $ 22,900 $ 22,900 $ 22,900
8051 TOWN INSURANCE
324 Ded. Property/Liability -0- 1,333 2,000
371 WWTP Insurance 2,000 1,920 -0-
372 Flood Insurance - WWTP 1,500 -0- -0-
373 Public Liability Bonds 7,000 5,307 7,000
376 Property/Li abi 1 i ty 59,400 57,639 55.000
TOTAL $ 69,900 $ 66,199 $ 64,000
3454 TREATMENT PLANT
102 Full Time 4,874 4,874 4,773
201 Social Security 373 373 365
203 Retirement 115 115 128
204 Workers Compensation 448 447 467
205 Disability -0- -0- 72
305 Office Supplies 300 300 500
306 Postage 500 350 750
307 Telephone 1,010 746 -0-
308 Professional Services 176,686 182,851 228,090
310 Equipment Rental 285 285 1,100
316 Operating Supplies 20,205 22,863 11,775
318 Electricity 50,400 46,840 -0-
319 Fuel 750 -0- 250
320 Building Maintenance 4,500 7,416 10,350



















2453 Streets and Highways
0125 Street Lights













4198 Other Gen. Government
SUBTOTAL
Debt Service * 683,288 681,768 712,347
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TOTAL 26.34 27.73 TOTAL 25.95 27.36
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RESULTS OF 1991 LITTLETON WARRANT
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary officers for the ensuing
year (Ballot Vote).
The following Town Officers were elected:
Selectmen - Earl J. Ellingwood
Treasurer - Lillian Sylvestre
Park Commissioner - Joe Evans
Trustee of Trust Funds - David Sundman
Library Trustees - Kathryn Colony, David Govatski , and Sara
Maclver
ARTICLE 2. To see if the Town will vote to change the
purpose of the 1971 Town Building Reserve Fund to the Fi,re Truck
Reserve Fund and further, to see if the Town will vote to change
the purpose of the 1983 Building Maintenance Reserve Fund to the
Fire Truck Reserve Fund (2/3 vote required).
A motion was made by Selectman Harris and seconded by
Selectman Ellingwood to see if the Town will vote to change the
purpose of the 1971 Town Building Reserve Fund to the Fire Truck
Reserve Fund and further, to see if the town will vote to change
the purpose of the 1983 Building Maintenance Reserve Fund to the
Fire Truck Reserve Fund (2/3 vote required). This article passed
by standing vote 152 yes to 27 no.
ARTICLE 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of one hundred nineteen thousand forty eight
dollars ($119,048.00), including interest, for the purchase of a
fire truck(s) and to authorize withdrawal of said sum from the
Fire Truck Reserve Fund.
A motion was made by Selectman Ellingwood and seconded by
Selectman Harris to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of one hundred nineteen thousand forty eight
($119,048.00), including interest, for the purchase of a fire
truck(s) and to authorize withdrawal of said sum from the Fire
Truck Reserve Fund. This article passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of sixty thousand dollars ($60,000.00) for the
purpose of designing and constructing a waste and recycling
transfer station on Town owned land near the brush burning dump on
Mt. Eustis. Said sum shall be derived by accepting approximately
$35,000 from NH Department of Transportation building replacement
funds, the balance of which being $25,000.00 shall be raised by
general taxation.
A motion was made by Selectman Hicks and seconded by
Selectman Ellingwood to see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of s.ixty thousand dollars ($60,000.00) for the
purpose of designing and constructing a waste and recycling
transfer station on Town owned land near the brush burning dump on
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Mt. Eustis. Said sum shall be derived by accepting approximately
$35,000 from NH Department of Transportation building replacement
funds, the balance of which being $25,000.00 shall be raised by
general taxation. This article passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 5. To see if the Town will vote to accept a gift of
land (Map 112, Lot 85), Deed-Book 1506, Page 201 from Hitchner
Manufacturing Company, Inc. This parcel of land is located off
Beacon Street and consists of 2.84 acres. With this parcel the
Littleton Youth Hockey Association intends to construct a skating
facility.
A motion was made by Selectman Harris and seconded by
Selectman Hicks to see if the Town will vote to accept a gift of
land (Map 112, Lot 85), Deed-Book 1506, Page 201 from Hitchner
Manufacturing Company, Inc. This parcel of land is located off
Beacon Street and consists of 2.84 acres. With this parcel, the
Littleton Youth Hockey Association intends to construct a skating
facility. This article passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of sixty five thousand five hundred dollars
($65,500.00) for the purpose of engineering a landfill closure
plan for the existing landfill and to authorize the withdrawal of
said sum from the Landfill Closure Fund.
A motion was made by Selectman Ellingwood and seconded by
Selectman Hicks to see if the town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of sixty five thousand five hundred dollars
($65,500.00) for the purpose of engineering a landfill closure
plan for the existing landfill and to authorize the withdrawal of
said sum from the Landfill Closure Fund. This article passed by
voice vote.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to establish a
Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the
purpose of Handicap Access to the Littleton Library and to raise
and appropriate the sum of twenty five hundred dollars ($2,500.00)
to be placed in this fund.
A motion was made by Selectman Hicks and seconded by
Selectman Harris to see if the town will vote to establish a
Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the
purpose of Handicap Access to the Littleton Library.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the
sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000) for the engineering and
repair of Littleton's bridges and to place said sum in the
previously established Bridge Capital Reserve Fund.
A motion was made by Selectman Harris and seconded by
Selectman Ellingwood to see if the Town will vote to appropriate
the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) for the engineering
and repair of Littleton's bridges and to place said sum in the
22
previously established Bridge Capital Reserve Fund. This article
passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to establish a
special unpaid ad hoc committee whose express purpose is to
investigate the feasibility of an all volunteer Fire Department.
This committee shall evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of
eliminating the current full time department, investigate
alternatives and report back to Town Meeting next year with a
recommendation. The Board of Selectmen shall determine the
composition of the committee and appoint same.
A motion was made by Selectman Ellingwood and seconded by
Selectman Hicks to see if the Town will vote to establish a
special unpaid ad hoc committee whose express purpose is to
investigate the feasibility of an all volunteer Fire Department.
This committee shall evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of
eliminating the current full time department, investigate
alternatives and report back to Town Meeting next year with a
recommendation. The Board of Selectmen shall determine the
composition of the committee and appoint same. This article
passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of twenty thousand ($20,000.00) toward the
expansion and renovation of the Emergency and Radiology
Departments at Littleton Regional Hospital. (By Petition)
A motion was made by Catherine Corey Bedor and seconded by
Tom Campbell to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of twenty thousand dollars ($20,000.00) toward the
expansion and renovation of the Emergency and Radiology
Departments at Littleton Regional Hospital. (By Petition) This
article passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to ratify the
financial terms of the collective bargaining agreement reached on
January 21, 1991 between the Town and the Police Union which calls
for a 3% increase in salaries and associated benefits as shown in
the police budget as posted.
A motion was made by Selectman Hicks and seconded by
Selectman Ellingwood to see if the town will vote to ratify the
financial terms of the collective bargaining agreement reached on
January 21, 1991 between the Town and Police Union which calls for
a 3% increase in salaries and associated benefits as shown in the
police budget as posted. This article passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,346,326.00 as is necessary to satisfy
the purposes specified in the budget as posted, exclusive of
warrant article appropriations.
A motion was made by Selectman Harris and seconded by
Selectman Hicks to see if the Town will vote to raise and
23
appropriate the sum of $3,346,326.00 as is necessary to satisfy
the purposes specified in the budget as posted, exclusive of
warrant article appropriations.
An amendment was made by Selectman Harris and seconded by
Selectman Ellingwood to see if the Town will vote to reduce the
budgeted figure by $14,843.00 to reflect the recalculation of
retirement contributions, making the figure to be raised and
appropriated $3,331,483.00. This amendment passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow monies, from time to time, for current
indebtedness of the Town for the ensuing year, in anticipation of
taxes to be collected for the year 1991 and to be paid therefrom.
A motion was made by Selectman Ellingwood and seconded by
Selectman Hicks to see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to borrow monies, from time to time, for current
indebtedness of the Town for the ensuing year, in anticipation of
taxes to be collected for the year 1991 and to be paid therefrom.
This article passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend, without further action
by Town Meeting, money from the State, Federal or other
governmental unit, or private source which becomes available
during the year in accordance with the procedure set forth in RSA
31:95-b and to authorize the Selectmen to accept on behalf of the
Town gifts, legacies and devises made to the Town in trust for any
public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19.
A motion was made by Selectman Hicks and seconded by
Selectman Harris to see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend, without further action
by Town Meeting, money from the State, Federal or other
governmental unit, or private source which becomes available
during the year in accordance with the procedure set forth in RSA
31:95-b and to authorize the Selectmen to accept on behalf of the
Town, gifts, legacies and devises made to the Town in trust for
any public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19. This article ,
passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to sell and convey real estate acquired by the Town by
Tax Collector's deed, and further authorize the Selectmen to sell
any other personal property owned by the Town which is no longer
used for municipal purposes. In every instance, sale shall be by
public auction or advertised sealed bid, or may otherwise be
disposed of as justice may require pursuant to RSA 80:80.
A motion was made by Selectman Harris and seconded by
Selectman Ellingwood to see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to sell and convey real estate acquired by the Town by
Tax' Collector's deed, and further authorize the Selectmen to sell
any other personal property owned by the Town which is no longer
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used for municipal purposes. In every instance, sale shall be by
public auction or advertised sealed bid, or may otherwise be
disposed of as justice may require pursuant to RSA 80:80. This
article passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 16. To transact any other business that may legally
come before this meeting.
A motion vyas made by Selectman Ellingwood and seconded by
Selectman Hicks to see if the Town will vote to transact any other
business that may legally come before this meeting. This article
passed by voice vote.
A motion was made by D. Neil Stafford and seconded to see if
the Town will vote that the budget be increased by $5,000.00 for
the Littleton Area Chamber of Commerce for the purpose of
maintaining the information booth and 1-93 information center
(including costs of wages, electricity and general maintenance)
for the period May 25, 1991 through October 21, 1991. This motion
passed by voice vote.
The total budget voted is $3,336,483.00.
A motion was made to adjourn. Meeting was adjourned at 9:25
pm.
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF REVENUES
Taxes (Other than Property)
Business Licenses and Fees
Motor Vehicle Registration
Dog Licenses
Other Licenses, Permits, Fees
State Revenue




Sale of Town Property
Interest on Investments
Rent of Town Property
Fines and Forfeits
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We have audited the financial statements of the Town of Littleton
for the year ended December 31, 1990 and have issued our report
thereon dated February 13, 1991. In planning and performing our
audit, we considered the Town's internal control structure in
order to determine the scope of our auditing procedures for the
purpose of expressing our opinion on the financial statements.
Our review of these systems was not intended to provide assurance
on the internal control structure and should not be relied on for
that purpose.
We are pleased to report that, during the course of our review of
internal controls, no material weaknesses in the Town's accounting
systems and records were identified. Minor weaknesses or other
considerations coming to our attention were generally procedural
in nature and dealt with administrative or record-keeping
practices. In these instances, we made specific recommendations
or provided instruction to those individuals involved during the
course of our audit fieldwork. Areas discussed included:
A. Standardized accounting system for departmental income
B. Creation of an RSA 31:19-A trust for cemetery
maintenance
C. Development of fixed asset records
Under the standards established by the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants, reportable conditions involve
matters coming to our attention relating to significant
deficiencies in the design or operation of the internal control
structure that, in our judgement, could adversely affect the
Town's ability to record, process, summarize, and report financial
data consistent with the assertions of management in the financial
statements. A material weakness is a reportable condition in
which the design or operation of one or more of the internal
control structure elements does not reduce to a relatively low
level the risk that errors or irregularities in amounts that would
be materJal in relation to the financial statements being audited
may occur and not be detected within a timely period by employees
in the normal course of performing their assigned functions.
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Our consideration of the internal control structure would not
necessarily disclose all matters in the internal control structure
that might constitute reportable conditions and, accordingly,
would not necessarily disclose all reportable conditions that are
also considered to be material weaknesses as defined above.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of
management and others within the administration. This restriction
is not intended to limit distribution of this report which, upon
acceptance by the Board of Selectmen, is a matter of public
record.
In closing, we would like to express our appreciation to those
persons whose cooperation and assistance during the course of our
audit have helped us to achieve efficiencies in completing our
audit.
After you have reviewed our report, we would be pleased to meet






TOWN CLERK ' S REPORT
Many changes have taken place during 1991 vdiich has made for a very
busy year. One major change was in the vehicle registration section.
Not only did the appearance change, but most of our codes as well.
There were numerous new laws passed that had to be learned in a short
time for implementation at the deadline.




















The fee for copies of vital records increased in August of 1991 to
$10.00 from the $3.00 fee that had been in effect for many years. $6,00
of the $10.00 goes to the State of New Hampshire to be used for a con-
puter system to better serve the residents of New Hampshire by issuing
speedier copies and to have better control of all vital records- m
time all Town Clerks in New Hanpshire will be on this new system.
In January of 1991, I changed TX\y Wednesday hours to: 10AM to 6Hy[ to
acccmmodate the people working until or after 4EM. It has been quite
successful and most people seem appreciative of being able to go to
their Town Clerk after working hours instead of having to take time
off from work.
Many of you may have noticed the death records frcm November 15, 1990
to December 31, 1990 were missing in last years Town Report. This was
due to a printing error and will be listed at the beginning of the 1991
death records in the new Town Report.
In the Spring of 1991, I put notices in the local papers on a bi-month-
ly basis to keep everyone better informed of the many changes being
adopted that affected their registrations, vital records, etc. I wel-
cone your canment on this practice.
I'd like to thank all of you for your support and cooperation these
last three years as your Town Clerk. Following Mrs. Thelma Santy,
vdio had been your Town Clerk for 26 years, was quite a learning ex-
perience and one I've thoroughly enjoyed, I've also worked very
closely with the Secretary of State's office. Title Bureau, Bureau of
Vital Records, etc^ I feel very lucky to have someone like Gail at
the State Sub-Station in Twin Mountain for all the help we've received-
You are encouraged to make any suggestions that might be beneficial to
all residents of Littleton.
Respectfully submitted.




Summary of Tax Accounts






















Uncollected Taxes End of
Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes 724877 . 51
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock















TOTAL CREDITS 6352017.51 778758.61
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Summary of Tax Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1991 - (June 30, 1992)
City/Town of : Littleton
DR.
Levies of
Uncollected Taxes - Beginning 1991 Prior
of Fiscal Year: (1
)
Property Taxes - 643246.80
Resident Taxes —
Land Use Change Tax ... -
Yield Taxes - 6214.83
Sewer Rents - 371 19.23
Taxes Committed To Collector:
Property Taxes 6059191.14
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock ..
.
292.07
Land Use Change Tax ... -
Yield Taxes 14409.19








a/c Property Taxes.... 1114.69 41271.81
a/c Resident Taxes....
a/c Sewer Rent - 355.04
a/c Yield Tax 22.60
Interest Collected on
Delinquent Taxes. ... .. 7183.94 42984.40
Penalties Collected on
Property Taxes r__ 7566.50
TOTAL DEBITS 6352017.51 778758.61
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TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Summary of Tax Sales/Tax Lien Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1991 - (June 30, 1992)
City/Town of:. LITTLETON
DR.
...Tax Sale/Lien on Account of Levies of
1990Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
of Fiscal Year:
Taxes Sold/Executed to Town
During Fiscal Year: 377020.30
Subsequent Taxes Paid:

















Redemptions 145639.89 120414.66 68173.87
Interest and Cost




Abatements During Year 451 .09
Deeded to Town During Year
Unredeemed Taxes End of Year 231404.98 72684.21 1799.67
Unredeemed Subsequent Taxes
Unremitted Cash
TOTAL CREDITS 386744.29 224754.25 94148.70
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LITTLETON PUBLIC WORKS
The highway capitol improvements for this year were quite
extensive. They included the resurfacing of the Brook Road,
Carleton Street, Reddington Street, Drew Street, West Drew Street,
Washington Street, Skyline Court, Bishop Street, Chiswick Avenue,
Pine Street, High Street, School Street, Patriots Drive and the
Dell's Road. We also assisted in the paving of the Elementary
School playground area, bus loop turnaround and parking lot. Also
parking lots at the Library, Community House, swimming pool and
the parking lot at the Fire Station.
We extended the main sewer line on the Whitefield Road 485 feet
and separated storm and sanitary sewer lines on Fairview Street.
We used a chip seal on the Skinny Ridge Road and on Foster Hill
Road. We completed blacktopping the rest of the Walker Hill Road
to tie onto the Town of Lisbon's portion.
We have hauled to the landfill roughly 8000 yards of material for
cover. We are working with New Hampshire Department of
Transportation and with the Department of Environmental Services
to build a new Access Road to the Industrial Park.
We are still working to get our permit for a new landfill and
transfer station. The recycling program is going quite well with
a good response from the people.
Respectfully submitted,
Henry Sherburne




KS OF DSCEHBEB 31, 1991
Rounded to the nearest Dollar
EEREFICIABT
PBIRCIPAL PBIHCIPAL IRCOME IICOHE
BEGINNING ENDING BEGINNING ENDING TOTAL
BALANCE NET BALANCE BALANCE INCOHE INCOME BALANCE FDND
01/01/91 CBAN6ES 12/31/91 01/01/91 BECEIVED EXPENDED 12/31/91 BALANCE
PDBLIC LIBEABf 74,189 74,189 6,713 6,129 6,713 6,129 80,318
CEHETEEIES 38,686 1,450 40,136 3,789 3,968 3,789 3,968 44,104
SWIKHING POOL 3,488 3,488 3,738 443 4,181 7,669
BEKICH PARK 6,000 6,000 2,690 556 3,246 9,246
DELLS 6,000 6,000 2,892 569 3,461 9,461
COHMDNITy HOUSE 15,761 15,761 1,398 1,406 1,398 1,406 17,167
SCHOLASSHIP/PRIZES
AND AWARDS 28,760 2,877 31,637 16,657 3,152 875 18,934 50,571
CAPITAL RESERVES:
SCHOOL DISTRICT
EQDIPHENT 53,329 53,329 10,875 2,342 13,217 66,546
ROOF REPAIR 25,000 (25,000) 216 958 1,174
TOHN
TOVN BDIL0IN6 3,070 (3,070) 1,798 83 1,881
BDILDING HAINT. 26,200 (26,200) 9,924 685 10,609
LANDFILL 402,528 (48,513) 354,015 48,320 31,307 16,987 62,640 416,655
FIRE TROCK 70,000 41,760 111,760 8,058 6,742 14,800 126,560
HIGHHAy EQDIP. 4,489 4,489 184 274 458 4,947
BRIDGE REPAIRS 5,000 5,000 10,000 115 115 10,115
LIBRARI HANDIC. 2,500 2,500 11 11 2,511
TOTAL 762,500 (49,196) 713,304 117,252 58,740 43,426 132,566 845,870
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LITTLETON PUBLIC LIBRARY
In 1991, the library felt the effects of the economic recession
that has hit the North Country. We closed our doors on Monday,
eliminated student aides and the part time help in the Children's
Department, and reduced the hours for all part time staff members.
The money available for the purchase of books was at an all-time
low.
Then along came the Littleton Lioness and the PTA to revive our
spirits as they adopted the Summer Reading Program. Linda Warden
and Marcia Ellingwood organized volunteers who worked in the
library every day for two hours on the "Some Enchanted Reading
Program". The party at the end was the best we've had in years.
When the "New Books" shelf became false advertising, many people
in town donated best sellers. When the frost killed some of the
shrubs out front and our park entrance looked like a toothless
smile, the Littleton Rotary Club gave us a face lift.
In this very difficult of years, our annual fund drive, led by
Caroline Gale, was the most successful ever. Thank you to all who
value the library as much as we do.
With the help of the New Hampshire Humanities Council, we
continued to offer a variety of adult lectures and discussions.
The two most popular were, "Thinking About Religion" and "Do You
Need a Living Will?".
Steffaney Highland received a scholarship from the Chamber of
Commerce to take a course in Children's Literature. She now has a
"wish list" for books that will supply us with ideas for the next
ten years.
Kathryn Taylor was elected as New Hampshire's only professional
delegate to the 1991 White House Conference on Library and
Information Services. She also received a commendation from
Governor Judd Gregg as an "Outstanding Citizen of the North
Country".
Once again we would like to thank the people who donated books as
memorials and those who gave birthday books. At the end of every
year, we display all our gifts at the front desk. This year we
needed two tables.
More than ever, we are grateful to our volunteers Owen Howe, Bea
D'Etcheverry, Niki Richey, and newcomers Nancy Cuddihy and Ruth
Kittridge. They work hard. They make us laugh, and we love them.
The last word belongs to the dynamic duo from Story Hour. Ellen
has been aided by Dominique who has appeared as an attorney, a
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nurse, an aerobics instructor, and, of course, a French teacher.







Books Added 996 900
Books Given As Gifts 289 519
Books Discarded 440 961
Total Books 39122 39580
Adult Circulation 44759 41887
Juvenile Circulation 23469 21814
Total Circulation 68146 63701
MEMORIAL GIFTS
Gifts were donated to the Library in the name of the following
people:
Ira Allen ' Barney Knapp
Marion Allen Norman Kinne
Charles Claypool Henry LaBarre
Eva Dobson Mildred Lakeway
Arthur Geiger Rod MacKenzie
Dorothy Guider Epiphanie McCormick
Edith Hahn Bea Miles
Edward Haley Mary Monahan
John Hayden Fr. James G. O'Malley
Conrad "Duke" Hunter George Pasichuke
Anna Spaulding
BIRTHDAY BOOKS
Books were donated to the library to celebrate the birthday of the
following people:
Harry and Ebbie Charlton Grayson Nash Richey
Margaret Cuddihy Joshua Richey
Michael Cuddihy Stephen Richey
Devon Highland Kaitlyn Whipple
Kyle Kerrivan-Strimbeck
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- LITTLETON CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The new culvert at the Dell's washed out with high water and was
repaired, no charge, by Winn Construction. We thank Jeff Winn &
Company for his help.
Fishing by our youth, picnicking, and just walking is enjoyed
daily in the Dells. We would like to see continue usage.
The Commission opened up a trail system on Pine Hill and erected 2
signs for about 1 mile of trails for the public.
A sign was put up at Kilburn Crags.
Many subjects have been addressed, of which only six site visits
were completed this year in connection with the NH Wetlands Board.
We will work for continued maintenance, promotion and progress of
the Dells, Kilburn Crags and Pine Hill. Any input or suggestions
from the public would be appreciated.
The Conservation Commission wishes to thank all of you people for
your continued support in the maintenance of our three areas, to










The year 1991 was a challenging one for the Board of Selectmen.
We welcomed our new Town Manager, Al Dixon in May. He brings with
him experience in municipal government.
The Mt. Eustis solid waste facility project is finally at a point
where permitting is expected in the near future. This is of great
importance because of the limited space available at the existing
landfill.
The Access Road/Bridge/Route 302 project faced many delays this
past year, but the Board is hopeful that it will go out to bid and
construction started in 1992.
The wastewater treatment plant is functioning well. This past
summer the plant handled 10 million gallons after a heavy
rainstorm. For a plant designed to 1.5 million gallons credit
goes to the operators for their diligence and expertise in
handling this unique situation.
The Town saw the resignation of Margaret Seymour, Steve LaDuke and
David Vahue this past year. The Board wishes them the best in
their future endeavors.
Lieutenant James Waters retired from the Fire Department at the
end of 1991. The Board of Selectmen recognizes his commitment to
the Town and wishes Jim a happy, healthy retirement.
The members of the Planning Board, Zoning Board of Adjustment,
Budget Committee, Water and Light Commissioners, Park
Commissioners and all Town employees deserve a special thanks for
their tireless efforts this past year.
In closing I would like to thank the town's people of Littleton
for electing me to 2 terms as a member of the Board of Selectmen.




Chairman, Board of Selectmen
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TOWN MANAGER'S REPORT FOR 1991
Since assuming the position of Town Manager in May of this year,
much of my time has been devoted toward bringing three major
projects on line — the Mt. Eustis Regional Landfill, closing the
existing landfill and the Access Road and Bridge Project.
I am pleased to report that the Mt. Eustis project is back on
line. The application originally filed with NHDES in February of
1991 and declared incomplete, was resubmitted on December 10,
1991. This was accomplished after several meetings with DES
officials, Wehran Engineering and the Town. We are currently
hopeful that the NHDES project application will be declared
complete and the final hearing approval process will be initiated
by DES commencing in March of 1992.
As reported to you last year by Town Manager Fred Moody, the
existing landfill is dwindling. It is expected that the Town will
have to close this operation no later than 1993 prior to
implementation of the new more expensive EPA closure requirements.
It may be in the Town's best interest to cease operations at the
existing facility prior to the availability of the Mt. Eustis
operation. This issue will be addressed by mid 1992.
The Access Road and the Bridge Project should clear all the
obstacles that have delayed construction start up by the end of
1992. Much has been accomplished on this project in 1991. As of
the end of December, the only remaining issue of substantial
difficulty is the approval by DES of the closure plan for the
existing landfill and securing a firm commitment from EDA for
their portion of this project.
The Wastewater Treatment Plant completed in 1990 received a final
inspection and acceptance with the expiration of the Contractor's
warranty period in July of this year. The plant is operating very
efficiently under the watchful eye of Henry Sherburne and the
capable hands of the Town's contract operator Metcalf & Eddy.
Thanks to the cooperation of Metcalf & Eddy and Henry Sherburne a
complete inspection manual checklist, ensuring the plant's proper
maintenance has been developed and is in place.
The Town took advantage of the resurfacing activity on Interstate
93 to purchase hop top (at the low price of approximately $26.00
per ton) to surface 4 miles of in-town streets and to improve the
parking lots at the Library, Community House, Swimming Pool, Fire
Station and the Elementary School.
In the financial area, the Town closed its year on December 31,
1991 in the black. Should you have any questions on the financial
reports or on any issue facing the Town of Littleton, please do
not hesitate to call or drop by my office.
I wish to extend my sincere thanks to the Board of Selectmen, the
many persons volunteering their time to serve on various boards
and commissions for the Town of Littleton, and all the Town
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employees for their cooperation and positive contribution to a
successful year of operations and community improvement. I would,
in particular, give a special word of thanks to Dave Harris who is
retiring from the Board of Selectmen. Dave has been a real asset
to the Town of Littleton and a pleasure to work with.
In closing, the Town of Littleton has several challenges ahead and
I hope we can build a spirit of community cooperation and
constructively work together to overcome the obstacles we shall
face in 1992 and beyond. Abe Lincoln could not have said it any
better, "Together we stand, divided we fall". My family and I are
glad to be part of Littleton, and I look forward to working with
you to build a better tomorrow for Littleton.
Respectfully submitted,






Upon reviewing my annual report I could not help but realize how
difficult a year it has been for the men and women of this
department. Besides their daily activities they were asked to
respond to four shootings, one armed robbery, a motor vehicle
fatality, several untimely deaths involving firearms and the loss
of a very close friend. Buster Brooks. Keeping this in mind, I
would like to dedicate this annual report to the officers of the
department who worked so hard in order to protect the citizens of
this fine community and to make certain that our streets remain as
safe as they have always been for our youngsters.
JANUARY: Happy new year! Officer Bourque returns to work
following her leave of absence. She and her husband. Bob, are the
proud parents of a boy named Skyler. Officer Miller fractures his
ankle while covering an accident at the Town's landfill. Armed
robbery at Dartmouth Bank. Ricky Place of Littleton was arrested
the following evening. Investigated our first motor vehicle
fatality of the year involving a lady from Maine. Investigated a
shooting at Highland Croft in Littleton. Arrested on a charge of
Second Degree Assault was James Smith of Littleton. Sergeant Dyne
attended a seminar on "Handling Officer Involved in Shooting".
Corporal Devine attended a seminar on Date Rape.
Covered 19 motor vehicle accidents, issued 18 defective equipment
tags, 10 pistol permits, 10 domestic violence petitions, 88
parking tickets, made 62 motor vehicle/criminal arrests, 3 felony
arrests, 10 juvenile arrests, 42 cases remain under investigation
and handled 8 motor vehicle lockouts.
FEBRUARY: Monthly in-service training dealt with Unlawful
Possession of Alcohol by Minors. Chief participated in the Read
More Watch Less Program at Lakeway Elementary School. Read to the
third and fourth graders. Officers Bourque and Landry attended a
two hour class sponsored by the Grafton Sheriff's Department on
the newly published fingerprint cards. Several officers were
certified in the use of Cap-Stun which is a non-lethal
intermediate weapon. We handled a bomb threat at the high school
during a girls varsity basketball game. Requested the assistance
of the NH State Police SWAT Team in regard to a barricaded suspect
who had wounded a 15 year old boy. Douglas Wright of Littleton
was charged with First Degree Assault.
Issued 203 parking tickets, 22 defective equipment tags, 7
domestic violence petitions, 3 pistol permits, 10 motor vehicle
lockouts, covered 18 motor vehicle accidents, made 43
criminal /motor vehicle arrests, 5 felony arrests, 11 juvenile
arrests and 40 cases remain under investigation.
MARCH: Highlights of the month were the graduation exercises for •
the second D.A.R.E. graduating classes from Lakeway, Bethlehem and
Lisbon Elementary Schools. Hats off to Corporal Devine and
Officer Miller for a job well done. Officer McGruff visited a day
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care center in Haverhill. Officers Marsh and Bourque spoke to our
local Junior Girl Scout Troop 392 on fingerprinting. Chief
instructed two workshops at WMRHS on alcohol related issues. This
was part of their Wellness Program. Officer Devine attended a day
long seminar on Crime Profiling. Officer Lloyd completed a one
week course at our police academy on Interviews and
Interrogations. Officer Landry completed a one week school on
Narcotic Investigation and Identification.
We covered 14 motor vehicle accidents, issued 221 parking tickets,
made 44 motor vehicle/criminal arrests, 1 felony arrest, 9
juvenile arrests, issued 2 pistol permits, 9 domestic violence
petitions, 27 defective equipment tags, 12 motor vehicle lockouts,
and 40 cases remain under investigation.
APRIL: Corporal Dyne was promoted to the rank of Sergeant and
Officer Lloyd was promoted to the rank of Corporal. Part time
Officer David Wentworth was hired on a full time basis.
Investigated our third shooting of the year at 193 Union'Street.
Arrested was Darrell Champagne Jr. on a charge of First Degree
Assault. VFW Post 816 recognized Corporal Devine and Officer
Miller for their unselfish and exceptional work with the D.A.R.E.
Program. Corporal Lloyd instituted a bicycle safety program for
grades K-6. The department sponsored our 11th Annual Easter Egg
Hunt. Sergeant Dyne completed a two week program on court
prosecution. Corporal Devine and Officer Bourque attended
seminars on Sexually Abused Children and Kids at Risk. Chief
spoke at a cooperative bankers security meeting on bank alarms and
response to them. Corporal Devine and Officer Bourque attended a
Firearms Training Simulation in Whitefield. Officer Landry spoke
to a group of volunteers from our Support Center on police
perspectives in regard to domestic violence. Officers Marsh and
Bourque spoke to a group of cub scouts on fingerprinting.
Corporal Lloyd attended a rape seminar in Lancaster. Officer
Miller was named to the United Way Board of Directors.
We covered 17 motor vehicle accidents, issued 198 parking tickets,
4 domestic violence petitions, 15 pistol permits, 10 defective
equipment tags, 17 motor vehicle lockouts, 31 motor
vehicle/criminal arrests, 1 felony arrest, 9 juvenile arrests and
34 cases remain under investigation.
MAY: Domestic disturbance turned into an armed confrontation with
police. Subject ended up taking his life. NH State Police SWAT
Team was called to assist. As a result of this life threatening
situation Corporal Devine was given the department's Exceptional
Service Award for removing a young boy from the residence before
any harm came to him. Sergeant Dyne taught a class at the NH
Police Academy on Patrol Procedures. Officer Landry spoke to the
hospital chaplains on domestic violence and child abuse. Officer
Miller completed his two week military duty with the Army National
Guard. Our color guard consisting of Corporal Lloyd, Officers
Bourque, Wentworth and Landry took part in our Memorial Day
Parade. They were joined by Officer McGruff
.
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We covered 19 motor vehicle accidents, issued 117 parking tickets,
5 pistol permits, 5 domestic violence petitions, 13 nrator vehicle
lockouts, 7 defective equipment tags, 42 motor vehicle/criminal
arrests, 5 felony arrests, 3 juvenile arrests and 38 cases remain
under investigation.
JUNE: We were all shocked and saddened by the sudden passing away
of former Sergeant Buster Brooks. We wish to extend our sincere
condolences to the Brooks family. We also thank the people of
Littleton for their help and support during these difficult times.
SummerStreet and our fireworks went very well. Officer Miller
attended an Arson Seminar at St. Anslem's College. Corporal
Devine attended the NH Police Cadet Academy in Nashua. Scott
Walker was Littleton's representative.
We covered 14 motor vehicle accidents, issued 11 defective
equipment tags, 182 parking tickets, 4 pistol permits, 7 domestic
violence petitions, made 33 criminal /motor vehicle arrests, 3
felony arrests, 6 juvenile arrests, handled 10 motor vehicle
lockouts and 45 cases remain under investigation.
JULY: We appointed four new special police officers. They are:
Steve Cox, Gary Finkle, Rick Tyler and Doug Brown. Chief attended
a two day seminar on Hazardous Materials. This was geared for
public officials. Officer Miller received training through the NH
Teen Institute.
We covered 3 motor vehicle accidents, issued 143 parking tickets,
12 pistol permits, 4 domestic violence petitions, 18 defective
equipment tags, made 80 motor vehicle/criminal arrests, 3 felony
arrests, 5 juvenile arrests, handled 5 motor vehicle lockouts and
59 cases remain under investigation.
AUGUST: We held our first annual benefit softball game to benefit
the Ralph C. Brooks Scholarship Fund. Town employees 17 - News
Media 16. Officers Bourque and Landry attended a day long seminar
in Concord on Drug Eradication. Corporal Devine attended the
grand opening of Congressman Dick Swett's office in Littleton. He
made a $100 donation "towards our D.A.R.E. Program.
We covered 22 motor vehicle accidents, issued 264 parking tickets,
9 pistol permits, 5 domestic violence petitions, 13 defective
equipment tags, made 80 motor vehicle/criminal arrests, 3 felony
arrests, handled 19 motor vehicle lockouts and 64 cases remain
under investigation.
SEPTEMBER: Distributed 500 bumper stickers at the Elementary
School. Stickers read "School's Open Drive Carefully". Received a
$5,000 grant for our D.A.R.E. Program. Monies were received
through Grafton County. Began an intensive investigation into an
attempted abduction on Green Street. Recruited 18 fifth graders
to take part in our School Safety Patrol Program. Members
include:
Garrett Mason Kellie Gould
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Matt Si noon Laura Coleman
Kevin Bui is Jennifer Dyne
Ryan Dillingham Jessica Lineman
Jeffrey Holmes Kristy Si as
Patrick Donahue Meghann Devine
John Alberini Nikki Gwynn
Travis Caswell Heather Rivers
Nicholas Coul string Robert Decker
Sergeant Dyne was recertified as the department's firearm
instructor.
We covered 17 motor vehicle accidents, issued 202 parking tickets,
8 pistol permits, 2 domestic violence petitions, 11 defective
equipment tags, made 39 criminal /motor vehicle arrests, 2 felony
arrests, 1 juvenile arrest, handled 9 motor vehicle lockouts and
56 cases remain under investigation.
OCTOBER: Began our third year teaching D.A.R.E. to the Littleton
5th and 6th graders. Recognized by AAA for our fifth consecutive
year without a pedestrian fatality. Co-sponsored Red Ribbon Week
along with the LHS SADD Chapter. During this week our D.A.R.E.
instructors and several students appeared on WLTN's Open Mike.
Corporal Devine attended the 52nd annual conference on crime and
delinquency. Officers Bourque, Tyler and Brown attended an
Officer's Survival Course. Chief attended a class entitled
Managing Change. Special Officer Finkle received training in
Emergency Driving and Liability.
We issued 163 parking tickets, 14 pistol permits, 2 domestic
violence petitions, 12 defective equipment tags, covered 14 motor
vehicle accidents, made 43 criminal /motor vehicle arrests, 2
felony arrests, 20 juvenile arrests, handled 17 motor vehicle
lockouts and 58 cases remain under investigation.
NOVEMBER: Officer David Wentworth graduated from the 95th Police
Academy in Concord. Discovered the body of Douglas Jorgenson who
had been missing since February 25. All full time and part time
officers attended a mandatory training session on Hazardous
Materials. Officer McGruff attended the D.A.R.E. graduation in
North Woodstock. Corporal Devine assisted in the instruction of a
babysitters course at Littleton Regional Hospital. Officer Marsh
completed a one week program on Narcotic Identification and
Investigation.
We covered 16 motor vehicle accidents, issued 5 pistol permits, 3
domestic violence petitions, 14 defective equipment tags, 183
parking tickets, made 42 motor vehicle/criminal arrests, 1 felony
arrest, 10 juvenile arrests and handled 9 motor vehicle lockouts.
DECEMBER: Merry Christmas! Chief, Sergeant Dyne and Corporal
Lloyd attended a seminar on Police Supervisory Responsibility and
Liability Management. Officers Landry and Marsh attended Governor
Gregg's 10th anniversary Highway Safety Breakfast during National
Drug and J)runk Driving Week.
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Issued 126 parking tickets, 5 pistol permits, 8 domestic violence
petitions, 8 defective equipment tags, covered 26 motor vehicle
accidents, 33 motor vehicle/criminal arrests, 1 felony arrest, 3
juvenile arrests, 10 motor vehicle lockouts and 46 cases remain
under investigation.
In closing I would like to take this opportunity to say thank you
to each and everyone of you for your continued help and support
during these past 12 months. I would like to remind you that if
you have any concerns, complaints, or constructive criticism,
please do not hesitate to bring them to our attention.





REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND
STATE FOREST RANGER
1991 was a very dry and busy year for the New Hampshire Forest
Fire Service as well as local fire departments due to our increase
in the number of fires. Our three major causes of fires in 1991
were non-permit, children and smoking materials. 450 wildland
fires in New Hampshire burned approximately 150 acres for an
average fire size of one-third acre.
Primarily, the local fire department is responsible for
extinguishing these fires. Keeping the average fire size this
small is a tribute to early detection by citizens, our fire tower
lookout system and the quick response of our trained local fire
departments.
In every municipality, there is a Forest Fire Warden and several
Deputy Wardens that are responsible for directing suppression
action on wildland fires, working with other fire department
members under the direction of the NH Forest Fire Service to make
sure that all fire department members are properly trained and
equipped for suppressing wildland fires. Forest Fire Wardens and
Deputy Wardens receive specialized training each year, presented
by the NH Forest Fire Service, to keep their skill level and
knowledge of forest fire laws up to date.
The local Warden and selected Deputy Wardens are also responsible
for issuing burning permits for any open burning that is to be
done in their community. In New Hampshire, any open burning,
except when the ground is completely covered with snow, requires a
written fire permit prior to lighting the fire. Before doing any
open burning, it is recommended that you contact your local fire
department to see if a permit is required and to save your
community the cost of sending fire equipment on a false alarm.
Any person violating the piermit law (RSA 224:27) shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor.
Please help your local Warden and fire department by requesting a
fire permit before kindling a fire, be understanding if they tell
you it is not a safe day to burn and help keep New Hampshire
green! Thank you for being fire safe.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert Nelson Fred Whitcomb
Chief, Forest Protection Municipal Forest Fire Warden
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LITTLETON FIRE DEPARTMENT
Fiscal year 1991 has slipped by and the Littleton Fire Department
has had another busy year. 163 calls were responded to, and one
unusual call of a crystal ball on fire took the "Most Unusual"
award of the year.
Prevention of fire being addressed from year to year through
education is really paying off. Fire Prevention Week is a
tremendous success, thanks to generous people and dedicated fire
oriented individuals within the department.
Once again Toys for Joy was sponsored by the department during the
Christmas season. This year we distributed gifts to over 400
children in the local area.
The call department now consists of all fire fighters being 10036
State of New Hampshire, Certified Level One fire fighters. An
ongoing education program should keep our status in this manner.
At this point we are anticipating replacing the old ladder truck
with a 1979, 100 foot Aerial Ladder. Finalizing this should be
shortly forthcoming if this unit meets our criteria.
As Acting Fire Chief this job is a great challenge. I have been
receiving 100% cooperation from the Town Fathers and Management;
personnel staff and call people. Without it this would not be
possible.
Thank you all, including the towns people for your great
cooperation.
Good luck to our former Chief Steve LaDuke and to Lieutenant James
Waters in his retirement.
Have a good fire safe year, citizens of Littleton.






Fire Alarm Activations 37
Auto Accidents 23
Smoke Scare Calls 15
Mutual Aid Responses 5




Oil Burner Malfunctions 5
Grease Fires 4




Gasoline/Haz Mat Spills 15
Burned Food on Stove 3
Structure Fires 4
Sprinkler System Malfunctions 1
TOTAL RESPONSES FOR 1991 164
Total Incinerator Permits Issued in 1991 25
Total Brush Fire Permits Issued in 1991 468
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LITTLETON PARKS AND RECREATION
In 1991 the Parks and Recreation Department continued to improve
and expand on its facilities. With the economic cutbacks we found
ourselves with a level funded budget for the third year, but with
the resources available and through volunteers, the parks
continued to operate with its high standards of excellence.
SUMMER PROGRAM, ALAN SMITH, DIRECTOR
As in past summers the Littleton Parks and Recreation Department
sponsored a recreational day camp for approximately 150 area
youths, ranging in age from 5 to 13. The youths participated
daily in various activities which involved swimming lessons at the
Town pool, sports, outdoor/indoor games, dance, and arts and
crafts. In addition, day camp participants enjoyed weekly
barbecues and field trips to such areas as Cannon Mountain, Echo
Lake, Santa's Village, Storyland and the Whales Tale. Special
events throughout the six week program included a visit from Santa
Glaus, a magic show and family day.
An instructional program for 5th and 6th grade boys and girls was
set up to offer different activities such as field hockey,
basketball, softball and tennis for the girls and basketball, flag
football, tennis and baseball for the boys. This was a half day
program which also included swimming lessons.
The recreation program employed 30 high school students whose
supervision and instruction of activities provided area youths
with an enjoyable summer. Judi Cornelius was hired as the
Assistant Director of the program, Heidi Gwynn was the park
program secretary handling all of the paperwork.
POOL, KRISTIN J. ALT, DIRECTOR
This was another busy summer for the Littleton Municipal Pool,
with an extension of pool hours to seven days and two nights a
week. We continued to receive a large number of swimming lesson
applications this past summer. Our largest turnout being
beginners. Our instructors also taught all of the Remich Park day
campers and offered adult lessons, lifeguard training and water
adjustment classes for infants. Work continued to be done to
upgrade the pool's overall looks and operation with rave reviews
received from the State pool inspector.
The pool employed an experienced staff of lifeguards. Karen
Roberts and Amy Aubin, with 5 and 4 years experience added their
expertise as certified instructors. Greg Pillion was an asset
with his 3 years of lifeguarding for the pool and helping maintain
the pool filtration system. New to the staff but with 2 years
dedicated to the pool was Shannon Cassady. The bathhouse
attendants, Joan Shaw and Sarah Henry were helpful with many
aspects of the pool, being certified lifeguards they also
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substituted for the lifeguards as needed. Jeremy Thompson was
also hired part time for coverage of the extended hours. All
staff members were very responsible, friendly and able workers.
It was exceptional that all the staff was certified in
lifeguarding, first aid and CPR. I enjoyed working with each one
of them and hope that we will be working together again next
summer.
We wish to thank the Selectmen, Al Dixon, Henry Sherburne and the
Town Crew for their ongoing effort and desire to upgrade and
improve our parks facilities, especially for their work on our new
paved parking area at the pool. A special thanks to the Littleton
4H club. Bits an Bridle for their help with the horse show at
Remich Park this past summer, we could not have had such a
successful show without you "Thanks".
Thanks to Brian Lineman, Parks Superintendent and John Miller,
Parks Custodian for keeping our park looking as beautify! and
functional this past year.
We thank all the citizens of Littleton for using and supporting
the Parks. We will continue to dedicate ourselves to improving






LITTLETON ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Littleton Zoning Board of Adjustment met 16 times this year
and heard 19 cases. There were 10 applications for variances and
11 applications for special exceptions (some cases had both a
variance and special exception).
Members of the ZBA also attended meetings with the Planning Board
to discuss possible changes and revisions to the Littleton
ordinance. These meetings are a good time to hear various
opinions of zoning issues as there are quite a diversity of
people.
Members of the ZBA also attended "law lecture series" meetings so
as to become familiar with changes in State RSA's and recent court
decisions relating to zoning interpretations.
The ZBA will continue to try to help the community with any
questions they may have as related to the ordinance. Please
remember the ordinance was approved by the majority of voters but
it is still far from flawless. Any suggestions for revisions are









1991 Planning Board activity was reflective of the economic
slowdown, particularly in the building and land development
sectors.
There were 93 building permits issued: 16 single family homes, 7
mobile homes, 10 commercial /industrial activities and 60
additions, alterations and accessory structures such as garages
and decks.
The Planning Board heard 20 applicants, resulting in the approval
of 11 subdivisions creating 27 lots and 9 lot line adjustments.
There were 12 meetings during the year, 2 of which were held
jointly with the Zoning Board.
Bob Phillips agreed to become a Board member during the year, thus
giving the Board its full complement of 7 members. There will be
2 vacancies occurring in April, 1992 due to expiring terms. It is
hoped that there will be Littleton residents who will have the






LITTLETON WATER & LIGHT
THE COMPAN Y
The people of Littleton are in a somewhat
unique position: You are not only the owners of
a nearly $5 million dollar company, you arB also
its customers. The Department operates the
business as we believe you would—not in the in-
terests of the few, but for the greater good.
Each time you pay your bill, you help make work
what is one of only five such companies in the
entire state— a municpal ly-owned extremely
competitive public utility. And, speaking of
paying your bill, you're doing a good job. Un-
collected accounts receivable are so low they
would make a great many companies green with envy
—only a quarter of 1*/. of total sales.
So, how did you do last year? You did well
from both an owner's and a user's standpoint.
The year finished pretty much the way it started.
The cost of power purchased from New England
Power rose 6Vi but you still managed a 6*/. gain
over last year's electric revenues. Water
revenues fell 1*/. which would make some owners un-
happy, but that's because you as a user showed
your ability to conserve and used less water
—
8.5'/. less.
Overall, you finished in the "black" by
$337, 9*^6 which has been immediately re^invested
in the company.
In addition, you sold 1100 unusable acres
of forest land to the White Mountain National
Forest for a quarter of a million dollars! That
is money you may decide to use to finance a new
water system—but that is another issue for
future discussion.
(Further financial details can be found in
the auditors report for 1991).
OPTIONS. OPTIONS EVERYWHER E
The year began with only one viable option
for a new water supply that would meet the
requirements of the town and the Safe Drinking
Water Act. A system of gravel —packed wells on
Lean-To Island, possibly the largest groundwater
supply in the state, seemed to be the only
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To bring the public closer to this increas-
ingly complex issue the Board of Commissioners
asked Mr. Joseph Wiggett? former Selectman, to
chair a Citizens' Advisory Committee to study
each option in detail and make recommendations
to the Board. The Committee includes new W&L
Commissioner Wayne Miller; Lillian Sylvestre of
Peoples Bank; Jill Duncan, Chief Financial
Officer of Littleton Regional Hospital; and
Mr. Eddy Moore and Mr. Robert Copenhaver,
private businessmen. Their report is expected
in September 1992.
OTHER WATER NEWS
In November the installation of the Meter
and Backflow Prevention Devices was completed.
The importance of these installations cannot be
over-estimated. Meters have ensured equitable
billing, the devices a safer, healthier water
delivery system which has brought us into
compliance with state regulations on cross-
connection control.
1991 saw the Keeler Road water line
replaced ($13,471 under budget) and also
Cathodic Protection of the Mann's Hill Water
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Tank ($1E67 under budget). Some of the unfore-
seen expenditures were the Ki Iburn Street water
line (*a,593), repairs to the Oak Hill Reservoir
cover ($3,255), an upgrade to the Brickyard
Pump Station ($^,378) and service leak repairs
discovered in the Leak Detection Survey (*A-,708).
ELECTRIC NEWS
The big news here is the new Lafayette
Sub-Station switch gear. On October 20 the
final upgrade was completed by a seven—man crew
working 10.5 hours to carry out 2 years of
planning and training. A major portion of
Littleton is now served by a modern system. The
old system had been in service since the 1940's
and could no longer carry the load.
A new radio tower on Mann's Hill now
provides crucial service to the Pattenville
Intertie, our main hook-up to New England Power,
where there was no coverage before.
An Infra-Red Analysis survey of the town's
electric system identified ^^ "hot" spots. The
most critical were repaired by Department crews
and 21 potential power outages were prevented.
DEPARTMENT NEWS
Last January UI&cL solicited the views and
opinions of customers (owners), both residential
and non-residential, in two focus groups. The
Department's greatest shortcoming, voiced by
these groups, was its lack of communication to
its customers (owners). To address this concern
a public information program was begun to keep
everyone up-to-date on the critical issues
facing the Department such as the water supply
situation, rate changes. State and Federal
regulations, system upgrades and Department
programs. Mr. Bob Newman has been hired on a
part-time basis to write and edit the Department's
quarterly newsletter, "Water & Light Lines", and
to prepare news releases to the media. On
June 1 the Department held its first-ever
Open House and over 200 customers (owners)
attended. Three won a month's free electric
service.
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Another concern expressed by the focus
group was the postcard form of billing. As a
result bills now arrive in window envelopes
providing more privacy and allowing us to give
you more useful information. With your input
everyone benefits.
On October 23, the State Supreme Court
upheld the Superior Court's ruling to dismiss
the suit brought against the Department by
Corey's Trailer Park.
PEOPLE NEWS
This year Eric Hesseltine became a
certified 1st Class Lineman. Mark Heath passed
the States 1-A Water Distribution Operator
Examination. Lineman End Class Richard
Herrington was called up during Operation Desert
Storm prompting the Department to display yellow
ribbons on the trucks in support of all the men
and women who answered the call to duty. In
April W&cL crews worked 18 hours through the Fast
Day holiday to restore and maintain power
through an intense wind and rain storm that
caused outages to over 100>000 customers in NH
and Vermont. And in August W&<L crews provided
support to the New Hampshire Electric Co-op
during Hurricane Bob as part of the mutual aid
agreement. In November Sharon Hampson filled a
vacated Customer Service Representative position.
On a sadder note we experienced the passing
away of Henry Whitcomb? Water & Light
Commissioner and State Representative, on
December 29th. His intelligence, humor and
guidance will be missed by us all. In his stead,
we welcome Wayne Miller, who will complete
Henry's term on the Board and whose dedication
and commitment to the Department and the town is
already apparent.
LOOKING ftHEAD
In the year ahead we will continue to keep
you informed on what your company is doing and
how it is going about it
—
particularly in re-
lation to the water supply source issue.
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The major projects on the agenda at this
time aire: the Meadow Street electrical line
relocation ($150,000); the South Street Sub
Station upgrade ( $85 » 000 ) and voltage upgrade
($'^5,000); the Industrial Park Sub Station
upgrade ($25,000); and the Railroad Street
Water Line upgrade ($63,000).
The Department welcomes and encourages your
participation and input. Your involvement




Jim Thyng , Superintendent
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Littleton Water and Liqht Department
Littleton, NH 03561
We have audited the accompanying balance sheets of Littleton Water
and Light Department as of December 31, 1991 and 1990, and the
related statements of income, retained earnings, and cash flows for
the year then ended. These financial statements are the
responsibility of the Company's management. Our responsibility is
to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our
audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit
includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts
and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a
reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present
fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of
Littleton Water and Light Department as of December 31, 1991 and
1990, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the
year then ended in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.
^~??7a^C^ 3 ^,y,,^ 0>c
January 31 , 1992
-1-
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LITTLETON WATER AND LIGHT DEPARTMENT
BALANCE SHEETS















































LIABILITIES AND RETAINED EARNINGS
1991 1990
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts payable $ 394,200 $ 320,205
Accrued expenses 24,973 23,393
Current portion of lonq term
debt 20,000 20.000
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 439,173 363,598
OTHER LIABILITIES
Lonq term debt, net of current
portion 20,000 40,000
Customer deposits 96.374 93,562
116.374 133.562
RETAINED EARNINGS 5.967.715 _L.629.769
$6,523,262 $6,,126,929
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LITTLETON WATER AND LIGHT DEPARTMENT
STATEMENTS OF INCOME AND RETAINED EARNINGS
Years Ending December 31, 1991 and 1990
1991 1990
INCOME
Water $ 505,522 $ 463.558
Electric _4,.486.038 _4,.256.411
TOTAL INCOME 4..991.560 4:,719,969
EXPENSES




Bui 1dinq expense 22.797 24.855
Vehicle expense 43,665 46,157




NET INCOME 337,946 372,304
RETAINED EARNINGS AT BEGINNING
OF YEAR ^.629.769 ^.257.465
RETAINED EARNINGS AT




LITTLETON WATER AND LIGHT DEPARTMENT
STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
Years Ended December 31, 1991 and 1990
1991 1^90
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Cash received from customers $4,835,431 $4,636,885
Cash paid to suppliers and
employees (4,364.210) (4,206,491)
Interest received 52,074 57,245
Interest paid (4,171) (5,367)
Miscellaneous income received 44.729 58,186
NET CASH PROVIDED BY
OPERATING ACTIVITIES 563,853 540,458
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Capital expenditures, net (272,157) (640,731)
(Increase) decrease in restricted
cash, net (137,213) 139,344
Increase (decrease) in customer
deposits, net 2,812 (21.412)
NET CASH USED BY
INVESTING ACTIVITIES (406,558) (522,799)
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Payments on long-term debt (20,000) (20.000)
NET INCREASE (DECREASE) IN CASH 137,295 ( 2,341)
CASH AT BEGINNING OF YEAR 128,179 130,520
CASH AT END OF YEAR $ 265,474 $ 128,179
RECONCILIATION OF NET INCOME TO NET CASH
FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Net income $ 337,946 $ 372,304
Adjustments to reconcile net income
to net cash provided by operating
activities
Depreciation and amortization 200,517 188,892
(Increase) decrease in:
Notes receivable 8,434 (8,738)
Accounts receivable (59,326) 32,347
Inventory (17,096) (10,922)
Prepaid insurance 17,803 (16,865)
Increase (decrease) in:
Accounts payable 73,995 (22.018)
Accrued expenses 1,580 5,458
225,907 168,154
NET CASH PROVIDED BY




LITTLETON WATER & LIGHT DEPARTMENT
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31. 1991 and 1990
NOTE A - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
This summary of significant accounting policies of Littleton Water
and Light Department (the Company) is presented to assist in under-
standing the Company's financial statements. The financial
statements and notes are representations of the Comoany's management
who is responsible for their integrity and objectivity. These
accounting policies conform to generally accepted accounting
principles and have been consistently applied in the preparation of
the financial statements.
Inventories
Inventories are stated at the lower of cost (determined on the
first-in, first-out basis) or market.
Property and Equipment
Property and equipment are carried at cost. Depreciation is
computed bv usinq the straight-line method. Depreciation expense
was $200,517 for 1991 and $188,892 for 1990.
NOTE B - RESTRICTED CASH




and replacements $ 234,164 $ 173,521
Customer deposits-refundable 96,374 93,562
Deferred compensation 20,000 15,00r
Contingencies . 264.048 195.290
$ 614.586 $ 477.373
-5-
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LITTLETON WATER AND LIGHT DEPARTMENT
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
December 31, 1991 and 1990
NOTE C - LONG TERM DEBT
Long term debt at December 31, 1991 and 1990 consisted of the
following:
1991 1990
Ah unsecured note payable to a
bank, at an interest rate of
Boston prime divided by 1.5%,
to be adjusted annually on
November 1 . The annual adjust-
ment will not exceed one (1%)
percent. The interest rate at .
December 31, 1991 and 1990 was
7%. $ 40,000 $ 60,000
Less current portion 20.000 20.000
Long term debt $ 20,000 $ 40,000






NOTE D - PENSION PLAN
All eligible employees are covered under the New Hampshire
Retirement Svstem. The Department's contribution was $10,788 for




The cemeteries in the Town of Littleton were busy again in 1991.
Burials were not quite average in numbers and rainfall was not as
plentiful during the peak summer months but the crew was able to
find plenty of work to keep busy.
Burials in Glenwood Cemetery, St. Rose Cemetery and Wheeler Hill
Cemetery totaled 56 of which 9 were cremations. As stated before
this is below average.
Spring came a little early and was quite wet which made things
hectic in order to get winter burials cleaned up and regular
maintenance completed for Memorial Day. Memorial Day is a special
holiday for the crew and they take great pride in the appearance
of the cemeteries all year but especially at Memorial Day.
Water meters and back-flow preventers were installed in Glenwood
Cemetery and St. Rose Cemetery with the cooperation of the
Littleton Water & Light Department. This will help us tend to
business and make sure leaks, faulty faucets, etc. are maintained
correctly and conserve water.
The summer months gave us a break from the usual frantic mowing
and trimming due to the lack of rainfall. This allowed us to
paint new fences at three Town cemeteries which had been installed
but not painted. We also erected a new fence at Glenwood Cemetery
which had been ignored for several years. Approximately 200 feet
of new water line was placed in Glenwood Memorial Park along with
more faucets for visitors convenience.
Once again I would like to thank all the municipal departments for
their help with equipment and advice when it was needed.
Please address any questions or problems that you may have about










GRAFTON CXXJNTY COMMISSIONERS' REPORT
In a continuing effort to communicate more directly with Grafton
County Citizens, we take great pleasure in submitting the
following report for your information.
During the past year, the County Nursing Home has continued to
provide excellent care for approximately 120 elderly and infirm
residents while complying with the increased demands of new
federal regulations. In November we opened a unit designed to
meet the needs of patients with Alzheimer's disease and similar
afflictions, which has been very well received by residents,
families and staff.
Inmates in the House of Corrections have benefitted from the
Thresholds/Deci si on-making program, taught by volunteers who help
their clients prepare for more productive lives in jail and on the
outside. A grant from the Attorney General's Office has also
provided us with a substance abuse counselor for the jail.
New projects were also initiated at the County Farm. The piggery
was reinstituted (20 piglets were born to 3 sows in October), and
a lilac nursery was added through the State Lilac Commission
(lilacs will be ready for. distribution to public agencies in the
spring). The farm also planted extra potatoes for contribution to
local food pantries throughout the county, a project we plan to
continue in future years.
Since September the Commissioners have worked with the Sheriff,
Assistant Sheriff and members of the county Legislative Delegation
to review the County dispatch center and revise the fees charged
for telephone answering and radio dispatching services. Discounts
were eliminated for 1992 and fees based on actual use are planned
beginning in 1993. Copies of the Study Committee's report are
available at the Commissioners' Office.
For the second year in a row we were able to reduce county taxes
while maintaining necessary county services. The Commissioners
intend to continue to hold the line on expenses, but do expect a
modest tax increase next year due to the elimination of surpluses
generated by unanticipated increases in nursing home revenues.
This past year the County distributed over $78,000 in state
Incentive Funds to local agencies to prevent out-of-home
placements of troubled children and youth. The County also
provides a Youth and Family Mediation Program available free of
charge in Lebanon, Littleton and Plymouth areas.
The Board of Commissioners has made great strides in expanding
efforts to inform our Constituents about county government. Tours
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of the facilities, a mock trial for school children and an open
house took place during County Government Week in April, and plans
are underway for an even broader program for the coming year
(April 5-11). We held a special information session for local
officials in September, have spoken to school and civic groups,
and developed a slide presentation to show people what the county
does.
In closing, we wish to express our sincere appreciation to local
officials and agencies and the citizens for continued interest and
cooperation in our efforts to serve you. The public is invited to
attend our regular meetings at 9:15 am on Thursdays at the County
Administration Building in North Haverhill. The Commissioners
also welcome the opportunity to speak or show our slides to
students and civic groups. Please call our office at 787-6941 for
further information or to request a speaker.
Respectfully submitted,
Betty Jo Taffe, Chairman, District #3 786-9836
Gerard J. Zeiller, Vice Chairman, District #1 448-1909
Raymond S. Burton, Clerk, District #2 747-3662
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NORTHERN COMMUNITY HOUSING CORPORATION
Northern Community Housing Corporation (NCHC), a not-for-profit
corporation based in St. Johnsbury, Vermont, is developing the
Whitcomb Woods neighborhood of single-family homes located off
Mann's Hill Road. The homes are 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms with
optional one car garages and decks and are designed to be
affordable to local families who have been unable to purchase a
home of their own. Homes are sold to qualified buyers for prices
below cost using mortgage financing available from Farmers Home
Administration and New Hampshire Housing Finance Authority.
Financial assistance is also available to help buyers with closing
costs, downpayments, and to reduce initial interest rates on first
mortgage loans.
Town grants of $475,000 have funded part of the cost of
constructing roads and utilities in the neighborhood. This
contribution is the principal factor in making the homes
-
affordable. In addition, strong local support and the
participation of many public and private organizations continue to
add to the success of the development.
To date, 13 families have purchased homes in Whitcomb Woods and a
furnished model home has been completed. Farmers Home
Administration has reserved mortgage funds to be used exclusively
at Whitcomb Woods in 1992 and, in combination with a recently
awarded grant from Federal Home Loan Bank of Boston, these funds
should make homeownership possible for many more first time
buyers.
NCHC is pleased with the progress made at Whitcomb Woods. We are
grateful for the continued support of the Town in making quality,
affordable housing available in Littleton. We look forward to
working with interested homebuyers throughout 1992 and encourage
anyone interested in learning more about Whitcomb Woods to contact
NCHC staff at 444-0727 or stop by the model home on site.
Respectfully submitted,
Liz Marks
Northern Community Housing Corporation
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LITTLETON INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION REPORT
The Littleton Industrial Development Corporation is a non-profit,
organization established in 1974 through the efforts of the
Littleton Chamber of Commerce, the Town Selectmen and
approximately 150 other interested area citizens as an entity to
own and develop the Littleton Industrial Park and to accept the
responsibility to lead the Town's effort to attract new and
desirable industrial employees.
Final engineering of Route 302 realignment, Bridge Street bridge
replacement and the access road proceeds through the efforts and
cooperation of the Town Manager, the Selectmen and a multitude of
state agencies. It is hoped that the Route 302 realignment will
go to bid before town meeting, 1992, and the other two components
going to bid sometime in the summer of 1992.
The industries within the Park, and Hitchner, continue to "hold
their own" during these difficult economic times in New England.
The diversity of our employment opportunities is a most favorable
asset for the entire Littleton area.
Respectfully submitted,
Paul J. McGoldrick, President
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LITTLETON INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CXDRPORATION













TOTAL MEMBERSHIPS EQUITY 248.031





















EXCESS OF INCOME OVER EXPENSES
FUND BALANCE -Beginning of Period
FUND BALANCE - End of Period
6/30/89 6/30/88
$ 5,955 $ 4,914













NORTH COUNTRY HOME HEALTH AGENCY, INC.
1991 ANNUAL REPORT
The North Country Home Health Agency, Inc. is a not-for-profit
community service agency providing home care and health promotion
services to residents of 21 North Country communities. 1991
marked the Agency's twentieth year of existence and another year
of quality service provision and growth. In 1991 Agency personnel
provided 15,781 home care visits while caring for 536 clients.
This represents a 21% increase in home care visits over 1990 and a
49% increase since 1989. Many factors have contributed to the
need for and the increased use of home health care programs. As a
matter of cost containment inpatient lengths of stay have
decreased. This has meant that clients are returning home in need
of more frequent and more intensive home care. Our elderly
population is growing and many of these elderly need assistance
and supervision to remain safely at home.
During 1991, the Agency also provided 50 community health clinics.
More than 1200 individuals took advantage of the services provided
such as influenza immunization and health screenings.
The Agency continues to work to attract State and Federal funding
for local programs and services in order to meet the increasing
demand. In 1991 $283,000 in such funding was used to provide
direct home care services to residents in the North Country. In
the Town of Littleton services provided were as follows:
1530 Nursing Visits
1835 Home Health Aide Visits
449 Homemaker Visits
418 Physical Therapy Visits
9 Occupational Therapy Visits
44 Speech Therapy Visits
108 Volunteer Social Service Visits
182 Parent Aide Visits
4384 Adult-In-Hpme Care Hours
We wish to express our sincere appreciation to the members of the
community, clients, their families and our staff for their






LITTLETON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
We are pleased to repwrt that 1991 was another successful year for
the Chamber despite the recession. Like everyone else, we made
major adjustments but feel we provided the same quality of service
our members deserve. Hard work, community involvement and your
financial support helped us reach our goals for the year.
Accomplishments during 1991 include:
- The annual meeting and banquet featuring "Big Band" and
presentation of the Citizen of the Year award to Chief Louis
Babin
- The 10th annual Littleton Trout Tournament held in June which
drew over 850 anglers to Moore Dam Lake for 3 days of fishing.
- SummerStreet '91 on Main Street and a fireworks display that
evening.
- The Chamber hosted Hermann's Original Royal Lipizzan Stallions
for three days in July.
- The retail sector's annual sidewalk sale days in August again
drew thousands of shoppers to Littleton.
- A luncheon with Governor Judd Gregg was sponsored by the
Chamber in September.
- The 22nd Annual Sidewalk Art Show & Sale was held September
28th and was, as always, a tremendous success.
- Moonlight Madness was held in November with a new theme, a
"werewolf hunt". The program was a success and will be held
again in 1992.
- A scaled down Poker Shoot-out was held in November with
approximately 40 players participating.
- The annual Christmas parade and holiday season kick-off was
very successful and grows each year. Thousands of people came
to Littleton for all the activities during that weekend.
- The Chamber co-sponsored a joint seminar with NH Job Training
Councils on programs for employers.
- The Chamber co-sponsored a cholesterol screening with Littleton
Regional Hospital.
- Eight half-tuition scholarships were awarded to Chamber members
and their employees through the School for Lifelong Learning.
- The Community Profile & Business Directory was again printed in
1991.
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- The Chamber has been advertising heavily in the Sherbrooke,
Canada area, hoping to take advantage of that market.
- A new "you are here" map was created and installed in our room
at the rest area this summer. The map's theme is "stay with
us, we are the heart of the White Mountains" and shows the
major attractions and their distance from Littleton.
- In November we were able to showcase the Littleton area by
participating in the Channel 11 winter auction.
- The Information Booth was open from Memorial Day through
Columbus Day weekend. Staff at the booth assisted over 15,000
visitors and residents.
The Chamber has another active year planned for 1992. We thank
you for your support and assure you we will continue to actively
promote your business and our area.
Respectfully submitted,
D. Neil Stafford, President
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LITTLETON AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
1991





Lipizzan Horse Show 12,676.00











Moonlight Madness ' 665.00
1992 Membership Dues 1.718.00





Lipizzan Horse Show 7,061.45
Christmas Promotion - carryover from 1990 3,079.46
Christmas Promotion - '91 2,124.26
Insurance 2,214.00
Dues and Subscriptions 191.75
Directors' Expense 96.48
Information Booth 170.16
Information Booth Wages 3,262.98




Repairs and Maintenance 752.50
Sidewalk Sale 827.25
Staff Salaries 29,221.14











TOTAL RECEIPTS OVER DISBURSEMENTS $ 359.78
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WHITE MOUNTAIN MENTAL HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES
This has been a year of clearly "holding the line". There have
been increasing demands on our services; yet, we are unable to
expand to address these needs. We have developed waiting lists,
looked at alternative ways of providing service and increased our
aggressive pursuit of billing.
Mental Health Services
We operate one full time and three part time offices. The full
time office is located in Littleton at 16 Maple Street. The part
time offices are located in Woodsville at White Mountain Mental
Health and Developmental Services - Woodsville, at the junction of
Route 10 and Swiftwater Road; in Lincoln at the Lin-Wood Medical
Center; and in Lancaster at Weeks Memorial Hospital.
Last year we provided over 8,000 hours of service.
. 891 emergency visits
. Our Partial Hospitalization Program is full with the opening of
our group home
. Vocational Training and transitional services are also
available despite the economy
We offer a comprehensive array of services including: 24-hour
emergency, drug and alcohol, case management, inpatient, and
partial hospitalization
Developmental Services
. Early Intervention. Home-based for 0-3 year old children who
are delayed in their development. Services include:
screening, assessment, treatment and referral. We continue to
provide clinics throughout our region to increase our ability
to serve more children. Annually, we average service to 60
families.
. Habilitation Services. Provides instruction to our most
severely impaired adult population. The program works in
conjunction with their residential programming as well as
providing training and instruction in self care skills, pre-
vocational skills, paid work and other therapeutic services
such as speech therapy and physical therapy. This program has
been primarily used by former Laconia State School residents;
however, we have had community clients who have been referred
by the local school systems. Last year we served 21 clients in
2 locations (Littleton and Woodsville).
. Supported Employment. Provides training, instruction and work
adjustment for mentally ill and mentally retarded individuals.
Paid work opportunities for the individuals can take place
either in the community or in the workshop itself. Last year,
we operated 12 job sites directly in the community. We also
have completed over 20 individual job placements.
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We are grateful for your support of our programs and look forward




WHITE MOUm'AIN MENTAL HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES











Education & Training 3,540




Fees for Service 575,172
Production 4,860
NH Division of Mental Health and
Deve.lopment Services 245,652
Block & Federal Grants 142,608




ANNUAL REPORT OF THE COMMUNITY CENTER - 1991
The Littleton Community Center had a very busy year in 1991, and
we feel much was accomplished. The Board of Directors find that
the preventative maintenance has proven to be a way to keep the
Center in good condition and to better serve the town as it is a
center of activities.
In 1991 we lost three directors: Winston Merrill, Nancy Marro and
Carroll Campbell. Carroll has a new job which keeps her busy;
Winston will be out of the State during the winter months and
Nancy will be in Florida every winter. We have added James Culver
and Nancy Landry. The third member will be announced at the March
meeting.
The original oil barrels had been at the Annex for som^ time and
the legs were rusting causing the barrels to sag. We had Harvey
Burlock build a new platform. The oil company then set a new oil
drum on the new platform. The Irving Company cleaned the two
furnaces. We decided to purchase oil from Doane-Ruggles and Ross
on the budget plan, as this was the best way to purchase oil. We
have found that we have saved 40% on our oil since we had the new
oil burners installed.
We had a fence installed between our parking lot and the Bowker
property to stop unwanted foot traffic between our lot and Maple
Street. We also had two posts installed between our parking lot
and the Parker Building to stop people from trying to drive
between the two lots.
The Town had the parking lot paved from the street up to the Annex
and this was a big improvement. We allow public parking as a
mutual agreement with the Town as well as with the Episcopal
Church. We try to deter private parking in order to leave as many
spaces as possible open for those people who use the Community
Center facilities.
We had new windows installed on the third floor as we are using
that section for meetings for small groups, as well as for the
United Way and the Small Business Association who have offices on
that floor.
We have Arthur Ferl and doing the painting in the halls and
repainting where the old paint has started to peel, as well as
touching up other places as needed.
This year we will be checking the chimneys for cracks and general
deterioration. We want to keep the original design and beauty of
which we are so proud.
We had Frank Grammo do some plumbing for us. Some of the old
pipes had to be replaced. He also added a new cold air return in
the Annex to correct an odor problem.
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We are able to keep our budget stable and the house and Annex in
good condition due to an increase in the contributions from groups
using the Center. We are looking for another good year in 1992.
At Christmas time with snow on the ground and Christmas lights in
the window and the decorations in the yard, the big house on the
hill never looked prettier. Many thanks to Wilfred and Virginia






North Country Council is the regional planning commission for 51
towns in northern New Hampshire. It was established almost 20
years ago by the legislature to respond to communities' needs for
local and regional planning and development programs. As a
membership organization, the Council is supported by local
community dues which are used to match state and federal funding
sources.
Assistance available to member towns includes municipal planning,
regional planning, transportation planning, business and
industrial planning/development, landscape architecture, solid
waste planning, resource management, GIS mapping and public
education. The Council provides this professional assistance to
Planning Boards, Boards of Selectmen, Zoning Boards of Adjustment,
Conservation Commissions, Solid Waste Districts, Local .Development
Corporations, Non-Prof it Community Organizations, Chambers of
Commerce, Educational Institutions and Social Service
Organizations and Agencies in our member towns.
In Littleton, the Council actively promoted community and economic
development activities. Technical assistance was provided for the
approval and funding of the Bridge Street Bridge Replacement and
Access Road Development project. The Council worked with local
civic leaders to address the community and business development
needs of Littleton. A Littleton chapter of "Working Capital", a
small business venture/support group, was formed and on-going
technical assistance was provided to the participants. The
Council conducted a feasibility assessment for the development of
a Senior Citizens Center and funding of the project was
subsequently pursued. In addition, on-going technical assistance
was provided to the Upper Grafton Lancaster Area Solid Waste
District and a successful household hazardous waste collection day
was administered.
Throughout 1991 North Country Council continued its commitment to
local and regional planning assistance. The year also saw the
Council rededicate its economic development program to address the
worsening North Country economy and its solid waste program to
aggressively reduce the volume of solid Waste generated in the
region, and its land use program to address the problems
confronting the Northern Forest.
In the ensuing year the Council will continue its present course
and work program with an intense commitment to local technical
assistance, development of local leadership and ability, and the
provision of membership services to support community and regional
needs.
Persons interested in regional issues as discussed in this report
are urged to contact their selectmen for appointment as Council
representatives or committee members.
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LITTLETON REGIONAL HOSPITAL YEAR IN REVIEW
After a year and a half of construction and renovation in the
Emergency and Radiology Departments and the main lobby, the
project was completed and an open house held October 20, 1991.
This building project has increased the hospital's ability to
provide outpatient services and is an investment in early
intervention and early diagnosis.
Since the main lobby opened in December, 1990 hospital family
members and community members have expressed their appreciation
for the changes. Improvements include a canopy roof over the main
entrance to protect patients and visitors from inclement weather.
Automatic doors make the entrance more accessible and convenient.
The Hospital Gift Shop is more visible and larger.
Admitting offices were also renovated as part of the main lobby
renovations. As a result, patients have a more comfortable space
to register in the main lobby as well as in the Emergency
Department. The new space is more conducive for the exchange of
confidential information. The waiting areas in each location have
also been enlarged for patient comfort.
The Patient Accounts Department has implemented electronic billing
for Medicare; placed a patient accounts representative in the
hospital lobby office to assist patients; instituted evening hours
in the patient accounts office on Wednesdays and Thursdays for the
convenience of the community; given patients the option of leaving
hospital bill payments at the Dartmouth Bank; and instituted an
800 number for persons elsewhere in New Hampshire who have
problems or concerns about their bills (1-800-464-7731).
The Medical Records Department moved into a larger area, formerly
occupied by Rehabilitation Services, with modern shelving for
records and larger work area for both staff and physicians.
After an extensive review of the hospital's present computer
system, a decision was made to convert the current system to one
which would better suit the needs of a growing institution. The
process will be phased in over a three year period. The
conversion process began in October with the areas that are
currently computerized. These departments include patient
registration, patient billing, medical records, accounting and
materials management.
The second phase of the conversion will address the automation of
pharmacy, laboratory, radiology, respiratory therapy and physical
therapy. The computerization of these ancillary departments will
allow greater productivity in the exchange of information between
departments.
The last phase will address nursing services and the ability to
have computerized communication between physicians offices and the
hospital. This phase will allow nursing service to order and
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receive results through the computer system. Test results will be
reported immediately to the appropriate areas over the computer.
Physicians will also have an opportunity to network with the
system thereby having immediate access to test results and
communication with all hospital departments.
The hospital staff looks forward to having the level of
sophistication this computer system will offer.
Chaplaincy Program volunteers continue to visit patients and, over
the past year, spent over 110 hours visiting 350 individuals and
making nearly 550 contact visits.
Lifeline personal response systems are now being used by 70
residents of Littleton and surrounding communities. This valuable
community service is handled by the Volunteer Services Department.
A total of 8,881 volunteer hours were contributed by 80 adult
volunteers and 19 junior volunteers in service to the hospital
patients and staff over the past year.
Cytology services have experienced dramatic growth with the
addition of a cytologist to the Laboratory Department. The
hospital's Regional Cytology Lab services six North Country
hospitals. These services have increased 39% over the past year.
The Gale Medical Library provides full service computer searches
through MEDLINE, the National Library of Medicine's vast index of
medical literature. GRATEFUL MED, the self-service version of
MEDLINE, is now available for those who wish to do their own
searches. Other health care workers in the community often take
advantage of the library's capabilities.
Renovations have been made to the Obstetrical Department to
provide a more home-like atmosphere for patients in our family
oriented service.
Nearly fifty-percent of the obstetrical nurses have been
nationally certified by the Nurses Association of the American
College of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
The entire Obstetrical Department staff has completed the
Perinatal Continuing Education Program and the Neonatal
Resuscitation Program.
All parents are being taught infant CPR.
Surgical cases have increased 14% over the past year. All post-
operative patients are given follow-up calls to check on their
progress.
Medical-Surgical Services has experienced an increase in complex
oncology and pediatric patients with the addition of Dr. William
Lakey, Pediatrician, and Dr. Michael Grace, Oncologist Consultant.
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This has created a new area of challenge and education for the
Medical -Surgical nursing staff.
The chemotherapy program experienced dramatic growth between
November, 1990 and June, 1991, with an increase of 257% in the
services provided. The program has continued to grow with weekly
appointments of Dr. Michael Grace, Oncology Consultant.
The Intensive Care Unit and Cardiac Lab continue to participate in
international research studies under the direction of Dr. Emil
Pollak, cardiologist. These studies will help to determine the
use of thrombolytic medication and adjunct therapy in persons
having heart attacks.
The Dolor Doppler Echo Cardiogram is a new service provided to
patients through a cooperative arrangement with Mary Hitchcock
Memorial Hospital. This equipment uses sound waves and color
images to visualize the walls and valves of the heart, and blood
flow through the heart to detect leaks in valves for diagnostic,
purposes.
Over the past year all members of the Emergency Department nursing
staff successfully completed the Emergency Nurses Association's
National Certification Examination to become certified in
emergency nursing (CEN). This is added to the National
Certification in Trauma that all staff received in 1989.
An updated Discharge Instruction Book is given to all patients on
discharge from the Emergency Department. It continues to be very
helpful in the ongoing care of patients after they leave the
department
.
Since January, 1991 the hospital has been offering drug-screening
to local transportation companies in compliance with the
Department of Transportation regulations.
Community outreach programs in the form of school and industry
health fairs and a community health fair reached nearly 600
persons with health screening tests and education. The second
successful Women's Health Seminar took place in September.
The Hospital Auxiliary, in their continuing efforts to support the
hospital, donated $16,500 to the Capital Campaign to be used for
hospital equipment; $7,400 for blankets and shower curtains for
all patient rooms on the Medical Surgical Unit which to coordinate
with draperies and bed cubicle curtains given in 1990; and $10,000
in health career scholarships to graduating seniors and to
hospital employees.
Successful fund-raising projects during the year included the
Fashion Show and Luncheon, Floral Design Show, Hospitality Table
in the Emergency Department during ski vacation weeks. Sprang
Fling Dance, and the Mount Washington Valley Horse Show.
A new project called, "Love That Fuzz", is being greatly
appreciated by older patients. Auxiliary members give small
stuffed animals to older patients who have extended stays in the
hospi tal
.
Ongoing projects much appreciated by patients and the hospital
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